
Chris’ Testimony

"Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may
be food in My house. Test me in this, says the Lord
Almighty, and see if I will not throw open the floodgates
of heaven and pour out so much blessing, that you will
not have enough room for it." Malachi 3:10

Greetings to all, with love and heart that I write,
in the hope to inspire and deepen the relational bond of
the individual and our Lord Christ through the Ministry
of Food and the aesthetic flavors that teem in the
"gardens of life" that we now live, be it in individual
hearts or lives, familial or social surroundings, or the
world at large. The harvesting of artful and beautiful
ingredients to achieve flavors for the strengthening of
hearts happens through an offering. We, all of us, have a
divine gift to offer, a tithe. It's called life. Tithing is not
all about money. To me, it's more about the offering of
our life whole-heartedly in all that we do. When we do
this, Lord Jesus opens the "floodgates of heaven" so that
we can see higher, deeper, and further than the eyes and
focus of this world.

A life lived wholeheartedly is an extension of
who we are. This means that our past, present and future
moments and experiences will be used to fulfill a divine
purpose. Childhood memories of apple pie, caramel
apples and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are time
windows of opportunities. Academic studies, career
paths, and individual gifts and talents become the
synergy of powerful tools of purpose and meaning. And
triumphant and victorious moments, even painful trials
and tribulations, will serve to propel us to greater heights
and into deeper communion with Lord Jesus if that is our
sole motivation in the giving of our hearts to Him. As
D.L. Moody states, "The world has yet to see what God
will do with, for and through and in and by the man
[woman] who is fully and wholly consecrated to Him."
The essence of these words has taken a glorious and
majestic level of significance in my life, for Lord Jesus
has abundantly filled the garden of my heart with depth
of substance and harmonious flavors from the ingredients
of His heart of beauty for me. And my heart teems with
life. 

Through the Ministry of food, and the unmatched
support, generosity, tithing, and heart of a very very
special angel in my life called Peanuts, Lord Jesus has
blessed me, satisfied hundreds of bellies, and has
advanced the Gospel of Hope in many lives and hearts
too numerous to count, even crossing all nationalities,

cultures, and principalities within the walls of prison and
on through and into the world outside. This does not
happen through multiplication of food! The
quantification and multiplication of food has its premise
on the human ideal of greed. We do not multiply food.
Rather, we receive a blessing(s) and Lord Jesus qualifies
it through divine inspiration, revelation, and supernatural
power through us! Further, we should forever guard our
hearts so that the Ministry of Food is not compromised
by worldly ideals and structures, human constructs, or
principle and political powers. The ministry is powerful
and will be constantly and very inconspicuously
attacked. And when it is attacked, we respond with
intense and unconditional love because it is our heart and
the essence of who we are in Christ Jesus. We need not
fight a battle with human standards of strength. Lord
Jesus will not fail us. He will inspire us and create
conditions and opportunities whereby the Gospel of Love
is advanced through the extension of flavors and food
that will abundantly fill the hearts of one, two, or even
five thousand with a single banana and sleeve of saltine
crackers!

C.S. Lewis states "An author should never
conceive himself [or herself] as bringing into existence
beauty or wisdom which did not exist before, but simply
and solely as trying to embody in terms of his [her] own
art some reflection of eternal Beauty and Wisdom."
(Doing His Time, James C. Vogelzang). Meaning, be
who we are, a beautifully created individual, and freely
live our hearts out in all that we do, and the beauty of
Jesus will naturally come forth as we strive to know the
wisdom of His Love for us. This is all I have simply
done and the art of my life comes forth in inspired
blending of flavors to make food that does not only look
beautiful but wonderfully tasting every time. Having said
this, let's enter the supernatural world of flavors and food
that Lord Jesus allows me to operate in (Pray with me
please - Lord Jesus thank you, we love you and our
hearts are wide open for you. Lord, inspire my written
words to bring forth Your Truth and Message. I honor
this privilege with my heart whole life, Lord, I praise
You for this opportunity, and may it bring You glory,
Amen, amen, amen)...

Aqua, aqua, aqua! Where there are water the
Spirit of Lord Jesus, the "garden' will teem with life.
From the pantry of life, our whole life, let us gather the
ingredients for the flavors of our first food example,
Inspiration sauce. This sauce magical, and just a little bit
makes the blandest of foods disappear. Three things
influenced the making of this sauce, and they encompass

my whole life and history. As a young boy, a homemade
hot sauce made of vinegar or lemon, soy sauce, and wild
chilies were used as a garnishment with every meal. This
stuff went on everything, from rice and meats to
tablecloths and T-shirts, and everything went into it,
especially fingers for their licking goodness! In my early
adult years, I remember marinating chicken crying, and
to this day I'm sure it was all the tears that went into the
marinade that made the best tasting BBQ chicken ever.
Finally as a final class project of an undergraduate
business degree, my classmates and I made BBQ sauce
to market as a business product. These three things, the
hot, teary, and BBQ sauces, came from the garden of my
life, moments of joy, happiness, and yes, even painful
times. And in true Jesus style, not one isolated aspect
was used, but my whole life experience was used to
bring about the flavor of Inspiration Sauce.

A total of 25 ounces of different sauces are
purchased at the commissary at a cost of $4.95: A 5
ounce bottle of Tapatio, 12 ounce bottle of El Pato
Jalapeno salsa, and an 8 ounce bottle of Chili Garlic
Sauce. These sauces are combined then divided into 6
eight ounce jars. On Monday and Wednesday the
institution serves ketchup, mayo, and mustard packets
with lunch meals and every day of the week salad
dressing packets of different varieties are served with
dinner. At least 60% of these items are discarded! Using
these items, Inspiration Sauce is finished off. In each of
the 6, eight ounce containers, 5 packets of sugar, one
packet of mayo, three packets of ketchup and mustard,
and seven to nine packets of salad dressing of the same
type are added. Mix, and walla, we have Inspiration
Sauce. Not only did the original amount of 25 ounces
virtually double (6 oz x 8 oz = 48 oz), but now we have
more accessible sauce for the brothers that is much more
superior quality of any one of the sauces purchased. This
can easily be our water-turned-into-wine-by-Jesus
moment! Lord Jesus is all over this. He doubles the
quantity, improves the quality, and gives us the largest
food pantry in time and space through our life
experiences and the Federal Bureau of Prisons National
Food Menu!!! When I think of this, I see the conditions
depicted in Mark 8:8, which states "The people ate and
were satisfied. Afterward the disciples picked up seven
basketfuls of broken pieces that were leftover". Our
condition today is much better, however. For the essence
of the verse just cited is repeated with virtually every
meal served within this institution! Imagine if this is
repeated within every federal institution across the
country!!! The depth of Jesus presence in our midst is



boundless, and His secret treasures just continue to
manifest themselves in everything. 

Inspiration Sauce has so many potential
varieties. Try a variety of choice that is inspired through
a heart that wants to know and see Jesus. Remember, the
garden of the "Kingdom" is within our hearts. Therefore,
our choice of flavors for a unique and individual variety
are endless.

Humble pie is the next inspired item by Jesus. I
love deserts, candies, and Mt. Everest piles of sugar. My
imaginations of sweets will not only give a dentist a
paralyzing migraine, it will also send him or her into
cardiac arrest! I truly feel like a kid in the candy store of
Jesus heart. Psalm 29:6 states, "He makes Lebanon skip
like a calf, Sirion like a young wild ox." The imagery
depicted in this verse is what happens to me at the mere
mention of sweet. The memories of Hershey's chocolate
rice and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are what
Jesus used to inspire the many varieties of Humble Pie.
Lord Jesus qualified this pie with great delight and
powerfully used it for His purpose to conquer great evil.

An all-out violent showdown was lurking in the
air for two days here on the 8th floor at the Metropolitan
Correct ional Center San Diego between the
principalities. The Homies/ Southsiders had teamed up
with the Paisas against the Black, Whites, and other
groups. Every dorm, balcony, and stairway had brothers
staring each other down. And invariably there was an
instigator egging on the groups to rumble. For two nights
the COs had to order everyone to bunk status. While this
was all going on I pulled out a Iced Honeybun, smashed
it like a tortilla and placed it in a bowl as a base for a pie.
Thinking about peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and
chocolate rice, I spread PB and jelly on my pie base,
cooked some rice, removed cinnamon sugar from a
cinnamon oatmeal packet, mix that rice, and took a
vanilla pudding that I saved from the week before and
mixed half of it with rice and put the mixture into my pie
shell and leveled it off then spread the remaining
pudding on top and chilled the pie. I cut the pie into eight
pieces and passed this around about an hour later. What
happened next was nothing short of a miracle. The pie
must have tasted really good because the next say when I
got back to my bunk after eating lunch there were at least
20 puddings and 9 bananas under my blanket! I smiled,
looked to heaven, and told Jesus I knew exactly what He
wanted me to do.

I took two Iced Honeybuns, scrapped the
delicious white icing off and set it aside. I took each
Honeybun and sliced them in two symmetrical halves

then sliced them in half again which left me with eight
pieces that I thinly smashed for pie shells to cover
bottoms of eight bowls. Added peanut butter and jelly to
this, cooked up two bags of rice, added cinnamon and
four puddings, smoothed the tops with more pudding,
smashed a peanut butter wafer and sprinkled across the
top of all pies, and made eight icing balls from the icing I
set aside earlier and put one on top of each pie. We
cleared two lockers of clothes and personal articles filled
them with ice, and chilled the eight pies.

After an hour, I cut the pies in eight, and set
sixty four pieces of Humble Pie on plastic bag plates on
top of our range table, I prayed, and went rounding up all
the brothers! Blacks, Whites, Homies, Southsiders,
Paisas, English, Spanish, Spanglish Americans,
Mexicans and all the other-Cans, and yes,  even the Cans
who said they can't  The dorm was packed with the CO
in our midst, wondering to hit the panic button or not,
trembling! I spoke to the brothers, myself shaking in
nervousness, telling them all the cooperation it took
between the brothers to make the pies, that the Golden
Rule is to treat each other as we like to be treated, and
that our differences did not make the world ugly, but that
it made the world that much more beautiful.  I closed my
eyes, raised my hands to heaven in surrender, and prayed
for peace in all of our hearts and Jesus miraculously
delivered. I formed two lines and had the brothers pass
out the mouth-watering delicacies, reminding them to
say God Bless you with every piece of pie passed out.
The brothers left with smiles and handshakes! This cost .
5 cents a person, essentially feeding the five thousand
with two honey buns and two bags of rice!

But wait. It all goes further still. Remember the
"seven basketfuls" the disciples picked up in Mark 8:8?
Well, there were still thirteen puddings and six bananas
left to work with. When Jesus qualifies something, there
is just no end to it. Truly the "floodgates of heaven" were
thrown open and blessings poured out all over us, God
fully delivering on His promise in Malachi 3:10. This,
however, just barely scratches the surface, and is hardly
the focus. We, all of us, must see the greater glory of
how Jesus powerfully uses the Ministry of Food to not
only be victorious over great evil but to also reveal His
secret treasures as He moves our hearts and lives from
glory to glory. We have seen how Lord Jesus quenched
an all-out potential war between the principalities using
food made with heart, love and purpose. And so, food is
not the focus but the vehicle to bestow love planted as
tiny seeds in hearts all around us, including our own
hearts and those of our enemies.

Within the walls and confines of condensed
worldly cultures and subcultures that are found in
prisons, each principality has political by-laws of
governance that serve to secure, perpetuate, and preserve
the identity of the group. For example, homies have a
daily exercise routine that conditions the group for war at
a moment’s notice. They also do not share food in open
containers across political lines for protection against
mass extinction through poisoning. I am not isolating
homies in particular, or criticizing the group's by-laws
which also has many positive aspects that serve for the
greater good, I am just using the first examples that come
to mind to clarify stated realities. Every principality has
by-laws-and fallacies. In fact, every principality provides
a false sense of security and any individual who joins a
group joins out of fear! Stated differently, Richard
Foster, in "The Spirit of the Disciplines" states "a
thoughtless theology guides our lives with just as much
force as a thoughtful and informed one."

Having said the above, I have seen all of it
smashed by Jesus through the vehicle of food and the
heart behind it to carry love to individual hearts. Further,
I have shown that Ministry of Food is not held hostage
by rule, principle, or finance. In fact, money is
insignificant and even irrelevant, for Lord Jesus provides
abundantly. At a penny a person for 200, .5 cents a
person for 64, 2.5 cents a person of a package of 32
oatmeal cookies is used as pie shells for eight Humble
Pies, Jesus provides and leaves no question about
finance. Clearly, this is not the focus. Love and heart is
the focus! When food is prepared in such a manner, Lord
Jesus qualifies it accordingly.

My heart of love is in all that I do and I
followed the leading of Lord Jesus and fed and fed and
prayed and prayed with and for the brothers and Lord
Jesus pour grace upon grace into all of our hearts and
delivered on all His promises, moving me from glory to
glory. Before my eyes, brothers dropped their identities
with a group and stood for Christ Jesus. I watched
cultures revolutionized whereby groups crossed political
lines and shook hands and shared food. In glory, I have
seen in excess of 30 brothers from various groups attend
nightly sermons that Jesus caused me to lead, and we, all
of us, see Jesus in our midst and focused on His voice
and lived according to the Truths He inscribed in our
hearts. In fact, the group got so large that we covered the
whole center of the range, and at opening prayer for the
nightly sermon, the floor got intently silent for all, even
the brothers not in attendance, to receive the voice of the
Lord Jesus into their hearts. It came to a point that even



the leadership of the various principalites came for
leadership advice, which I gave always according to the
Laws and Truths of God only. Truth, to me, is victorious
because it makes us confront our sin and overcome our
pain. The culture on the floor of political powers and
principles changed to the cohesiveness of sharing not out
of burden, usury, or greed but of love! This is the
greatest fruit of knowing Jesus--Love. Let this be the
measurement of our faith. 1 Thessalonians 1:3 states,
"We remember before God and Father your work
produced by faith, your labor prompted by love, and your
endurance inspired by hope in our Lord Jesus Christ."
This verse is the summation of my life and heart! (Lord
Jesus, thank you, I love you, I love you, I love you. Lord,
You inspire my heart, my life thrives in the garden where
I eat the fruit of life. Your truth, Lord Jesus, inscribes my
every being, may Your face always shine upon me so
that my life will praise You and bring You glory, Amen)

The "boundaries of joy" have truly fallen for
me.  I can write for a thousand years using endless
examples in the Ministry of Food to show the presence
of Jesus and His treasures in my life and in the world in
which I live. There is an eternity left to converse so I will
give one more example in the Ministry of Food and I will
save the rest for the time in heaven while we wait with
glorious and majestic excitement at the coronation ball in
heaven when our King of Glory is crowned in the
presence of all in the universe and also galaxies far
beyond anything ever known.

"Taking the five loaves and the two fish and
looking up to heaven, He gave thanks and broke them.
Then He gave them to the disciples to distribute to the
people"(Luke 9:16). When this verse came to life before
my eyes about a year ago right here at Metropolitan
Correctional Center (MCC) San Diego, it was the start of
the Ministry of Food to promote the Gospel of Love.
Instead of five loaves of bread and two fish, however, it
was an 8 oz package of rice and a 4.23oz package of
tuna, which actually amounted to something that more
resembles a guppy or anchove rather than a fish of any
significant size!

Throughout the state of California, every sushi
restaurant has what is called a California Roll. Here at
MCC San Diego, within the towering walls of the facility
along the beautiful southern California coast that brings
forth glorious and majestic sunrises and sunsets and
where every view, inside and out, provides testimony of
Jesus, the MCC Fire Roll was inspired and produced at a
cost of $2.30. A single package of  rice and tuna gives a
four piece of MCC Fire Roll to twenty people at a cost of

11.5 cents a person! A lot goes into the making of this
delicious delight, especially heart and love. As with all
things with Jesus, no single aspect of an individual is
used, only the whole heart and life, for His mysteries and
treasures run wide and deep, beyond time and space, and
are only used and revealed through Him. For example,
my logical and analytical nature allows me to see natural
patterns and order to see and draw empirical
observations and conclusions. This is needed to
determine how to make something sticky that is not
sticky or to make pumpkin pie without pumpkin only a
substance that smells like pumpkin but is not even
edible! My 40 plus years of mechanical experience is
used to develop the tools needed to make a compressed
sheet of rice. In a sterile environment of prison where
there are no pieces of scrap metal laying around,
hacksaws or saw-saws or cutting torches to fabricate,
only plastic spoons and bags, much ingenuity and
mechanical aptitude is needed to make plastic into steel!
My kinesthetic gifts of good hand and eye coordination
allows me to have three hands when I need four but only
have two! Finally, my aesthetic appreciation and heart
allows me to make delightful foods or to make mandarin
orange salad when we only have melons or to have
mangos when there only peaches!

At this point, I know my angel Peanuts will say,
"Chrissey, sounds really complicated." Well, I will leave
it up to the reader of the following lines to determine the
complexity of making the Christ inspired MCC Fire Roll.
I cook a package of rice, mix in table syrup, divide rice
into 5 portions, place each portion into a chip bag and
compress and shape into a thin sheet, mix tuna (guppy
meat) with Inspiration Sauce, add cheese, spread mixture
onto five rice sheets, roll up the sheets and compress
further, garnish the rolls with finely smashed hot cheetos
and soy glaze, and cut the rolls into 20 four-inch
sections. That simple! The MCC Fire Roll is a favorite
with the brothers can be fed with. This sushi roll is the
classic Jesus feeding five thousand moment. As Jesus
did, I do. It is of a rare occasion that I eat with the
brothers, and if I do eat it is only to taste. What was
made, for no single recipe is repeated twice, and no meal
is ever served without prayer alone and then with the
group of brothers, at the Lord's table. I eat of the Lord for
he is sweet, and the Gospel of Love advances in my heart
first then Jesus works through me to minister to the
brothers in heart, word, and deed. My greatest prayer to
Lord Jesus is that I be a good example of faith, hope, and
love to my brothers. 

According to Gregory Palomas, a monk,
archbishop and eminent theologian "The state of prayer
can be aptly described as habitual state of imperturbable
calm. It matches the heights of intelligible reality the
mind which loves wisdom and which is truly
spiritualized by the most intense love." Palomas is
simply saying that we enter into a serene and tranquil
portal when we are in constant communion with Lord
Jesus, and within this realm we do not have a virtual
experience of Jesus, rather we have a real experience of
His love, feel His hands embracing our hearts, and His
love permeates our whole being and love becomes the
expression of our lives and who we are. When I cook,
gather the brothers, and pray and feed the flock, Jesus is
right there with me and I do it all with an unrushed heart.
The only recipes that were bombed, about two, were the
ones I put my two cents into rather than leaving them as
Jesus inspired them to be! Care is taken with every detail
of the cook, with intricate heart measurements of love.
Everything is done as an act of worship, an offering, to
Lord Jesus, to honor Him with all of me, as a sweet
offering that is not with the attitude of Cain but of the
heart of Abel.

Eating is sacred, for it is a eucharistic reminder
of the Bread of Life in which we all should be eating,
Jesus, and therefore should be honored as such. If eating
is sacred, then cooking and food is significant for it is the
vehicle that transports love and therefore is an extention
of our hearts and who we are, an offering pleasing to the
Lord. Cooking builds upon the foundation of our
relationship with what is dear and first in our heart, and it
should be Jesus. Therefore, it is unique to individual
personalities, gifts, and history that only Jesus wholly
and holistically uses to bring about the beauty and love
of who He is to change hearts and worlds that are full of
evil. Words can hardly capture the depths of such
treasure and human eyes will miserably fail to see the
permeations and workings of the Spirit and Power of
Jesus, only a true and pure heart offered to Jesus will
transcend this world and human condition and propel the
individual into the supernatural world of Beauty and
Love. It is in this "Garden of Life" that I find the
ingredients for my life, so that all will taste wonderful
food made from scratch and filled with the immeasurable
and transforming love of Jesus Christ, for "He has taken
me to the banquet hall, and His banner over me is
Love"(Song of Songs 2:4). This is where we eat and
what we share, Love, is the food of life. Dr. Brian
Simmons, in his Prophetic Revelation titled "I Hear His
Whisper," speaks the words of Jesus when he states, "I



am giving you the greatest key to understanding who I
am. It is a key that only few have fully entered into. It is
a mystery, a divine secret that is holy and pure. Many say
they understand, but they have yet to discover the reality
of its power. It is a truth that is being unveiled to you:
God is Love." God is Love, God is Love. Lord Jesus,
thank You. I love You. May my words, thoughts, and
deeds honor You, my life I offer to You always. Amen

 I hope this testimony has been a blessing to you.  If you
would like to read how others in similar situations have
experienced the life transforming power of God please
write to me at the address below.  We now have over 100
testimonies of those whose lives have been transformed
by God’s amazing Grace.  We also have over 100 Con-
tracts.  Please send us your testimony as well.

      

Bro. Otto Ball  C/o
Crossroads Ministry

P.O. Box 363
Hyde, PA  16843

    “Chris’s  Testimony”
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